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In this paper, we describe the vector bundles over the classifying space BG of a compact
Lie group G, up to stabilization by bundles coming from linear representations of G. In
particular, the Grothendieck group of vector bundles over
the representation rings of certain subgroups of G.

BG is expressed in terms of

Define Vect(X), for any space X, and Rep(G), for any group G, to be the abelian
monoids of isomorphism classes of complex vector bundles over X and complex finitedimensional G-representations, respectively; with addition in both cases defined by direct
sum. Let
(~G: Rep(G) -~ Vect (BG)
be the homomorphism defined by sending a complex G-representation V to the vector
bundle (EG•
associated to the universal principal bundle EG~BG. This map
is already known to be bijective when G is a finite p-group [DZ] or when G is p-toral
[Nb]. (A group G is p-toral if its identity component Go is a torus and G/Go is a finite
p-group.) But in general, c~G is neither surjective nor injective, and Vect(BG) can in fact
even be uncountable. The situation does, however, become much simpler after passing
to Grothendieck groups.
For each p-toral subgroup P of G, consider the composite

Vect(BG) restr)Vect(BP) ~ 1 Rep(P) C R(P),
where R(P) is the complex representation ring of G. These maps define a homomorphism
re: Vect(BG) ~

Rp (G) ~f li___mR(P),
P

where the inverse limit is taken over all p-toral subgroups of G (for all primes p) with
respect to inclusion and conjugation of subgroups.
Now let K(X), for any space X, denote the Grothendieck group of the monoid
Vect(X). Our main result (Theorem 1.8 below) is the following:
The first author was partly supported by Polish ScientificGrant 2P30101007.
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THEOREM. For any compact Lie group G, ra extends to an isomorphism of groups

fa:K(BG) ~-, R~,(G).
Furthermore, any vector bundle over BG is a summand of a bundle ( E G x a V ) ~ B G for
some G-representation V; and thus K(BG) can be obtained from Vect(BG) by inverting
only those vector bundles coming from G-representations.
In contrast to the situation for bundles over finite-dimensional spaces, any subbundle
of a trivial bundle over BG is itself trivial. For finite G, this follows from the version of
the Sullivan conjecture proven by Miller [Mi, Theorem A], since any summand of a trivial
bundle is classified by a map into a finite-dimensional Grassmannian. When dim(G)>0,
it follows, via a somewhat more complicated argument, from [FM, Theorem 3.1].
When G is connected, then R~,(G)mR(G), and the theorem implies that an: R(G)--*
K(BG) is an isomorphism.
When X is compact or finite-dimensional, K ( X ) is by definition equal to the Ktheory ring K(X). This is usually extended to a representable functor K(X), defined
for an arbitrary space X, by setting K(x)d-e--f[X, Z x BU]. Here, U denotes the infinite
increasing union of the unitary groups U(n). The obvious natural transformation

~x:K(X)--*K(X)
need not be an isomorphism. In fact, the geometrically defined functor K ( - ) can behave
very differently from K ( - ) . For example, K ( - ) is not exact, and it does not satisfy Bott
periodicity in general (see the discussion after Theorem 1.1). This helps to explain why
K ( - ) is more difficult to compute than K ( - ) .
The K-theory of classifying spaces of compact Lie groups has been computed by
Atiyah and Segal [AS]. Their completion theorem says that the composite

R(G) a a K(BG) ~ a K(BG)
A

A

~

extends to an isomorphism an: R(G) -:-~K(BG), where R(G)^ is the completion of the
representation ring with respect to its augmentation ideal. We thus have the following
commutative diagram

R(G)

ool

~G , R(G)^

o+

K(SG),
where ha denotes the completion homomorphism.
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One consequence of the above theorem is that ~ B G is a monomorphism (Corollary 1.9). Its image can in fact be described internally, using the exterior power operations on

K(BG). Adams, in [Ad], defined and studied the subgroup FF(BG)C_K(BG)

generated by the "formally finite-dimensional elements"; i.e., those elements xEK(BG)
such that Ak(x)=O for k sufficiently large. Our results, when combined with his, imply
that

FF(BG)=Im(13Ba).

K-i(BG) for i>0;
i.e., the homotopy groups of the mapping space map(BG, Z • BU). Since ]__[n~__0BU(n)
The Atiyah-Segal completion theorem also describes the groups

is a topological monoid and commutative up to homotopy, the space of maps from X
into it (the "topological monoid of vector bundles over X") is also a homotopy commutative topological monoid. Thus, we can consider its topological group completion
~ c ( X ) , where 7r0(~C(X))~K(X). When X is a finite complex, ~C(X) has the homotopy type of map(X, Z • BU). In Proposition 2.4 below, we show that when G is finite,
the connected components of ~ c (BG) have the same homotopy type as the components
of map(BG, Z • BU). In contrast, even when G is a (nontrivial) torus, then the components of ~ c (BG) are quite different from those of map(BG, Z • BU) (see Proposition 2.5),
and in fact their homotopy groups are nonvanishing in odd degrees.
The above discussion has focused on the case of complex bundles, but all of these
results (except for those in Proposition 2.5) are also shown to hold for real bundles.
This paper grew out of our earlier efforts to understand maps between the classifying spaces of compact Lie groups. The set of n-dimensional vector bundles over

BG

corresponds to that of homotopy classes of maps from BG to BU(n). Thus the starting
point for our computation of K(BG) are the theorems of Dwyer-Zabrodsky and Notbohm which describe up to p-completion the mapping space map(BP, BL) for a p-total
group P and an arbitrary compact Lie group L (Theorem 1.1 below). A decomposition
of

BG at any prime p as a homotopy direct limit of classifying spaces of p-toral sub-

groups of G (Theorem 1.2) provides a tool for passing to more general groups. The key
new element in the proof of the main theorem is provided by the vanishing of certain
higher derived functors of inverse limits, which in turn depends on the equivariant Bott
periodicity theorem.
In the course of the proof of vanishing higher limits, we also show the following
extension of Smith theory (Proposition 3.3). If X is a finite-dimensional G-complex with
finitely many orbit types and all isotropy subgroups p-total, then
not only for

X H is also Fp-acyclic,

HCG a p-total subgroup (as follows from Smith theory), but also whenever

H is a subgroup of any p-toral subgroup of G.
The main results about K(BG) and KO(BG) axe shown in w and those about the
spaces ~C(BG) and ~R(BG) in w Also, two other algebraic descriptions of Rp(G) are
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given in w (Proposition 1.12 and the following discussion). The vanishing theorem for
higher inverse limits needed in the first two sections is shown in w
Both authors would like to thank the Mittag-Leftier Institute for its hospitality while
the idea of this work emerged and was carried out. The first author also thanks Universit~
Paris Nord, and the Sonderforschungsbereich 170 in Gbttingen, for their hospitality during later stages of the work. We would also like to thank Haynes Miller, Max Karoubi,
and Charles Thomas for their very helpful suggestions; and Ib Madsen for his many
comments as editor of

Acta on the

Notation. All complex (real)

exposition.

representations of G are assumed to be equipped with

G-invariant hermitian (inner) product. For any such representation V, we let Aut(V)
denote the group of unitary (orthogonal) automorphisms of the vector space V, and
Qv: G--*Aut(V) the homomorphism induced by the action. Also, for any HC_G,AutH(V)
denotes the subgroup of H-equivariant automorphisms.
It will be convenient to state some of the results simultaneously for real and complex
vector bundles, or for orthogonal and unitary groups. In such situations, if F = C or R,
we write U(n,F) for U(n) or O(n), respectively. Similarly, KF(-)=K(-) or KO(-)
and RF(-)=R(-) or RO(-). And VectV(X) denotes the monoid of F-vector bundles
over a space X, K F ( X ) ( = K ( X ) or KO(X)) its Grothendieck group, and RepF(G) the
monoid of F-representations of the group G.
Throughout the paper, Yp denotes the p-completion of a space Y in the sense of
Bousfield and Kan [BK].

1. K ( B G ) for a c o m p a c t Lie g r o u p G

Throughout this section, G denotes a fixed compact Lie group. Rather than working directly with vector bundles over BG, we work with their classifying maps

(F=C

BG-~BU(n, F)

or R), via the isomorphism of monoids
co

VectF(BG) ~- H [BG,BU(n, F)].
n~O

Maps

BG---~BU(n,F) are studied using our

general strategy for studying maps between

classifying spaces, as outlined in [JMO2, w The first part of this section thus consists
mostly of results already shown elsewhere, and needed in the proof of the main theorem
(Theorem 1.8). The main exception to this is Proposition 1.5, where we prove the
vanishing of the higher inverse limits which occur as obstructions, using also the results
in w
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The starting point for understanding vector bundles over BG is the following theorem, which in particular implies that K(BP)~-R(P) for any p-toral group P. In fact,
the theorem says that the underlying monoids are isomorphic in this case.
THEOREM 1.1 (Dwyer-Zabrodsky and Notbohm). Set F = C or R. For any prime
p and any p-toral group P, the homomorphism of monoids
oo

aF: RepF(p) ~

VectF(Bp) ~- I I [BP, BU(n, F)],
rt~O

which sends a representation V to the vector bundle (E P • p V ) +B P (or to the map BOy),
is an isomorphism. Also, for any P-representation V over F, which is odd-dimensional
if F = R , the homomorphism P x A u t p ( V ) (Qv,incl)Aut(V) induces (by adjointness) a
homotopy equivalence
B Autp(V)p -~>map(BP, B Aut(V)~')Bov.

Proof. These are special cases of the following theorems of Dwyer and Zabrodsky
[DZ] (when P is a finite p-group) and Notbohm [Nb] (in the general case). For any
compact Lie group L, the map
Hom(P, L)/Inn(L) ~

[BP, BL]

(1)

is a bijection. If L is connected, then for any 0: P--*L, the homomorphism

PXCL(o(P)) (e,ind)L
induces a homotopy equivalence

BCL(O(P))p ~->map(BP, (SL)p)s Q.

(2)

Point (2) follows easily from results in [DZ] and [Nb], and is shown explicitly in [JMO,
Theorem 3.2 (iii)].
Theorem 1.1 is just the special case of (1) and (2) when L=Aut(V)~-U(n) or
O(n). Note in particular that if F = R and n=dim(V) is odd, then Aut(V)~-O(n) ~SO(n) x {=kI}.
[]
Theorem 1.1 provides some simple examples of the exotic behavior of the functor
K ( - ) . For example, if Cp denotes the cyclic subgroup of order p, for any prime p, then
the sequence
K(BS1/BCp) P-~ K ( B S ' ) restr K(BCp)
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is not exact. More precisely, if {,~IBS 1 (for n E Z ) denotes the line bundle with Chern
class n times some fixed generator of H 2 (BS1), then [{1]- [{p+l] lies in the kernel of the
above restriction map, but not in the image of K(BS1/BCp). One can also show, using
Theorem 1.1 again (and Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 below), that for any prime p and any
finite p-group P,
K(BP) ~-R(P)- Zr

(where r =rk(R(P))),

~:(p2 (BP+)) = ~:((S 2 x B P ) / B P ) ~- Z,
and
K ( S 2 x B P ) / K ( B P ) ~- Z x (~p)r-1.
In particular, these groups are pairwise nonisomorphic (if P # 1), and so Bott periodicity
fails for K ( - ) .
To pass from p-toral groups to an arbitrary compact Lie group G, we use a decomposition of BG, at each prime p, as a homotopy direct limit of classifying spaces of p-toral
subgroups of G. This decomposition is indexed by a certain orbit category TIp(G). The
objects in Tip(G) are the orbits G / P such that (1) PC_G is p-total, (2) N ( P ) / P is finite,
and (3) there is no normal p-subgroup Ir
The morphisms in Tip(G) are
the G-maps between orbits. This is a discrete category, and is in fact equivalent to a
finite category (see Lemma 1.7 below). It is also a "directed" or "EI" category, in that all
endomorphisms of Tip(G) are isomorphisms, and hence there are morphisms in at most
one direction between any pair of nonisomorphic objects. The importance of Tip(G) lies
in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.2. For any prime p, the map

qG,p: hocolim (EG/P) --+BG,
G/P6T~v (G)

induced by the projection EG--+BG, is an Fp-homology equivalence. In particular, for
any connected complex Y, qa,p induces a homotopy equivalence
(--~

map(SG, Y~) e ) m a p ( hocolim (EG/P), Yp).
G/PE'R.v(G)

Proof. The first statement is shown in [JMO, Theorem 1.4]; and the second then
follows from [BK, Proposition II.2.8].

[]

Theorem 1.2 will be directly useful only to describe maps from BG to the BU(n, F)p;
i.e., after p-completion. The next proposition will allow us to combine such maps, to get
maps to BU(n, F) itself.
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T C G be a maximal torus of G, and set w = I N ( T ) / T 1. Then
the following square is a pullback if F = C , or if F = R and n is odd:

9 1-l l [Ba, BU(n, F);]

[BG, B U ( n , F)]

restr1

restr1
[BT, B U ( n , F)]

> I'Ipl~o[BT, B U ( n , F)p].

Proof. This is a consequence of the arithmetic pullback square for the space
B U ( n , F). For details, see [JMO3, Proposition 1.2].
[]

In view of Theorem 1.2, we are faced with the problem of comparing maps defined
on a homotopy direct limit with maps defined on its pieces. This will be studied via the
obstruction theory described in the next proposition.
This obstruction theory is based on a skeletal decomposition of the homotopy colimit which generalizes the classical construction of obstructions related to the skeletal
decomposition if the source space is a polyhedron (or CW-complex). For each n ) 0 , the
"n-skeleton" of hocolim(F) is defined by setting

h~

(
\k=0

H

F(c~

\aO'-*...-'-~ck

where one divides out by face and degeneracy relations. The space hocolim(F) itself
is just the case n=co. Note in particular that hocolim(~
is the disjoint union of
the F(c), taken over all ceOb(C), and that hocolim(1)(F) is the union of the mapping
cylinders of all maps induced by morphisms in C. The following result describes the
obstructions we will need to consider.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Fix a discrete category C, and a (covariant) functor F: C--*Top.
Let Y be any other space, and fix maps fc: F(c)--*Y (for all cEOb(C)) whose homotopy classes define an element
(i.e., l i f e extends to a map
hocolim(1) ( F) --~Y ) . Set

]=([fc])~ecers

an (c) = ~-n(map(F(c), Y), f~)
for all ceOb(C). Then given a map fn: hocolim(n)(F)---~Y (any n ) l ) which extends ],
the obstruction to constructing a map on hocolim (n+l) (F) which extends

f= [hocolim(=-1)(F)
C
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lies in li_mn+l(an). Also, given two maps f,f':hocolimc(F)--*Y and a homotopy Fn
defined on hocolim(n)(F)
(any n)O), the obstruction to constructing a homotopy on
)
hocolim (~+1) (F) x I which extends
Fn[ (hoco lira(n-l) (F) • I)
C

lies in lie_.__nln+l(O/n+l). Both of these obstructions are natural in Y.
Proof. This is shown by Wojtkowiak in [Wo]. Note in particular that for an to be
well defined as a functor from C to groups or abelian groups, one must first choose a map
fl: hocolim 0) (F)--*Y which can be extended to hocolim (2) (F). This applies to all of the
above situations except where one wants to extend a map fl from hocolim (t) (F) to the
2-skeleton; and in this case the obstruction set lim2(al) is defined for any functor
from C to the category of groups with morphisms given by conjugacy classes of homomorphisms.
[]
When applying Proposition 1.4, we will need to deal with the higher limits of homotopy groups of mapping spaces

map( EG / P, B Aut(V)p) s o , ~--B Autp(V)p
(Theorem 1.1), where Autp(V) is a product of unitary, orthogonal, and symplectic
groups. Since the higher homotopy groups of these spaces are unknown, we instead
stabilize, by taking limits over all VERepF(G). Such limits can be made more precise by
taking them over some sequence V1C_C1/2
_ c V3c_... of G-representations (with G-invariant
inner or hermitian product), such that each finite-dimensional G-representation is contained in Vk for sufficiently large k. We can of course assume that each Vk is odddimensional (in order to apply Theorem 1.1 or Proposition 1.3). Alternatively, one can
choose a "universal" G-representation U (with G-invariant inner product), i.e., a representation which contains infinitely many copies of each irreducible G-representation, and
then take the limit over all finite-dimensional subrepresentations of U.
PROPOSITION 1.5. For each i > 0 , let HF:T~p(G)---~Zp-rrtod be the functor defined

by setting
HE(G/P)=

lim
VERepF(G)

Then

~ri(map(EG/P, B Aut(V)p),Bpv).
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as functors on T~p(G), and
li+___m
j II~ -- 0
~e~(G)

(2)

for all i , j > 0 .
Proof. By Corollary 3.6, fi__mJnp(a)(Zp•

for all i,j>O. So (2) follows

immediately once point (1) has been shown.
Fix a G-representation V over F, such that dim(V) is odd if F = R . By Theorem 1.1,
for any p-toral subgroup PCG, the group homomorphism
P • Autp(Y)

(~v,incl)) Aut(V)

is, after taking classifying spaces, adjoint to a homotopy equivalence

cp, y : S Autp (Y)p - ~ map(BP, B Aut(Y)p ) Sev .
So for each i>0, cp, y induces an isomorphism

i v . 9Zp|
Cp,

Autp(Y)) ~

7ri(map(BP, B Aut(Y)p), BQv).

By construction, the cip , _ are natural with respect to inclusions of representations V C W
(where this means taking direct sums with the basepoints of the corresponding spaces in
the orthogonal complement of V). Hence we can take the limit over all VCRepF(G) to
get an isomorphism

cip: Zp|

B Autp(Y))) -~ fi__,m(lri(map(B P, S Aut(V)), BOy)) = HE(G/P).
v

V

For each P and V, Autp(V)~-AutG(G/P•
the group of G-bundle automorphisms covering the identity on G/P. Thus, for each i>0,
Iri (B Autp (Y)) ~ 7ri_l(AutG (G/P x Y l G/P))
can be identified with the set of isomorphism classes of G-vector bundles over

Ei(G/p+ ) ~- (DiA(G/ p+ ) )Us~_IA(G/p+ ) (DiA(G/P+ ) )
with a fixed identification of V with the fiber over the base point. Hence

Yl__,m(Tri(BAutp(V))) ~ K-FG(Ei(G/P+ ) ) = KF~i(G/P);
V

and this together with c~ defines the isomorphism KF~i(G/P)~-HF(G/P).
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It remains to show that this isomorphism is natural with respect to morphisms in
T~p(G). We do this by replacing Cp,y, for each V, by a homotopy equivalent map which
is clearly functorial in G/P. Regard EG and BAut(V) as the nerves of topological
categories CG and BAut(V): CG has as objects the elements of G and has a unique
morphism between each pair of objects; while BAut(V) has one object, and a morphism
for each element of Aut(V). Let g z v : E G x G B A u t ( V ) - - * B A u t ( V ) (where G acts on
B Aut(V) via 0y and conjugation) be the map induced by the functor $G x B Aut(V)---~
BAut(Y) which sends each morphism ([g--~h], a) to Qy(g).a.Qy(h) -1.
For any G / P in T~p(G), let
ev: G / P x B A u t a ( G / P x V ~ G/P)p -* B Aut (V)p
be the evaluation map: for each g P E G / P , e v ( g P , - ) is induced by restriction to the
fiber over gP. Define
CP, V = (r

~(Id x ev): E G / P x B Autv ( G / P x V ~ G/P)p

= E G x G ( G / P x B A u t v ( G / P x Y ~ G/P)~) -~ B Aut (V)p;
and let

C'p,y: B Autc ( G / P x Y l G/P)~ --* map(EG/P, B Aut (Y)~)
be its adjoint map. The restriction of Cp, u to B P x B Autp (V) is just the map induced by
(Yy, incl) and multiplication. So c'P,V is homotopy equivalent to the map cp, v constructed
earlier, and is natural in G / P by construction.
[]
In general, of course, direct and inverse limits cannot be switched. The following
lemma describes one case where this can be done.
LEMMA 1.6. Fix a finite category C and a directed category 7), and let M: d•
be any functor to abelian groups. Then for any i>~O,
li~__mi(libra(M)) ----li___~m(li~__mi(M)) 9
C

D

D

C

Proof. For any functor M':C--*Ab, the higher limits li_mc(M' ) are the homology
groups of a cochain complex

0 ,H/,(c)--Hi'(c,),
C~

CO--~CI

H
Co --~CI ---*C2

(cf. [BK, XI.6.2] or [02, Lemma 2]). In particular, this applies when M ' = M ( - , d) for
any d in 7), and when Ml=li_m d M ( - , d). Since d is a finite category, all of the products
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are finite, and hence commute with direct limits over the directed category 7). And since
direct limits over 7) commute with taking homology, we now see that they commute with
inverse limits over C.
[]
Using Lemma 1.6, one can show that under certain conditions, homotopy direct
limits and homotopy inverse limits commute for functors Cx:D~]-op. An example of
this is shown in the next section (in the proof of Proposition 2.4), but the conditions for
a general result seem too complicated to be worth stating here.
The following properties of the category Tip(G) will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.8.
LEMMA 1.7. For any prime p, Tip(G) is equivalent to a finite category, in that it
has finitely many isomorphism classes of objects and finite morphism sets. Also, there is
an integer d=d(G, p) >~O, with the property that for any functor F: Tip (G) --~Z(p) -rood,
fi§
for all *>d.

Proof. The finiteness of T~p(G) is shown in [JMO, Proposition 1.6], and the second
statement in [JMO2, Proposition 4.11].

[]

We are now ready to prove the main theorem. Recall that RF~,(G)=h_mpRF(P),
where the inverse limit is taken over all p-toral subgroups of G (for all primes p) with
respect to inclusion and conjugation of subgroups; and that
rE: VectF(BG) --~ RFp(G)

and

~F: K F ( B G ) --* RFp(G)

are defined to be the inverse limits of the restriction maps VectF(BG)-*KF(BG)-~

KF(BP)~-RF(P).
THEOREM 1.8. For any compact Lie group G,
~C:K(BG)-~Rp(G)

and ~R:KO(BG) -~)ROT,(G)

are isomorphisms of groups. Furthermore, any vector bundle over BG can be embedded
as a summand of a bundle ( E G •
for some G-representation V; and K F ( B G )
( F = C or R) can thus be obtained from VectF(BG) by inverting only those vector bundles
coming from G-representations.
Proof. Upon applying the universality properties of the Grothendieck construction
to the homomorphism rE: VectF(BG)--.RFp(G) of monoids, we are reduced to proving
the following two statements:
(1) For each X E R F p ( G ) , there exist a vector bundle ~ B G and a G-representation
Y such that r F ( ~ ) = X + r F ( E G •
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(2) For each pair of bundles ~, ~'~BG such that rG(~)=rG(
F
F ~t ), there exists a Grepresentation V such that ~@ (EG x GV) ~ ' @(EG x GV).
To see that each bundle over BG can be embedded in one coming from a Grepresentation, fix ~lJ.BG, and apply (1) to the element X = - r E (z/). Then r E (~)+ r E (~)=

rg(EGxGV) for some bundle ~ B G and some G-representation V; and by (2),
~?@~G(EGxaV') ~- (EGxG(V~V'))
for some V'.
Throughout the proof, we will be dealing with maps BG---*BU(n, F) rather than
n-dimensional vector bundles over BG. For such a map f , it will be convenient to write
~I for the pullback via f of the universal vector bundle. The proof of points (1) and (2)
will be given below for complex bundles. The proof in the real case is similar, except
that one has to restrict to odd-dimensional bundles when applying Proposition 1.3.
Fix a maximal torns TC_G, and let WG=N(T)/T denote the Weyl group. For each
prime pllWa], fix a subgroup Np(T)CG such that Np(T)/T is a Sylow p-subgroup of
N(T)/T. This subgroup Np(T) is a maximalp-toral subgroup in the sense that any other
p-toral subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup of NB(T) (cf. [JMO, Lemma A.1]).

Proof of point (1). Fix any element X=(vp)pes~(c)6Rp(G), where Sp(G) denotes the set of p-toral subgroups of G for all primes p. For each prime Pl IWGt, write
'
" ], where Vp' and Vp" are Np(T)-representations. Since each Vp' is conVN~(T)--[V~]--[Vp
-

tained in the restriction of some G-representation (cf. [Br, Theorem 0.4.2]), we can add
a G-representation to X to arrange that each VNp(T), and hence each vp, is an actual
representation. We are thus reduced to the case where

X=(Vp) 6

lim

Rep(P).

P68~, (G)

Set n=dim(Vp) (and note that this is independent of P).
Fix a prime p] IWGI. Let H~x): Tiv(G)--+Zp-mod be the fllnctor
H~X) (G/P) = ~r,(map(EG/P, SV(n)p), B0ye).
By Proposition 1.4, the successive obstructions to the existence of a map

fp 6 [BG, BU(n)p] ~ [ hocoli e (EG/P), BU(n)p]
G/P67~p(G)

i+1 H~X) (for all
such that fplBP~_B~vp for each p-toral P c G lie in the groups hm
+---rip(G)
i>0), Also,
lim II~x e w ) =
"~ lim
H }w) = II ic
-----+
_

W6Rep(G)

W6Rep(G)
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(isomorphic as functors on ~p(G)), since there is a G-representation which contains
VNp(T) (and hence each Vp) as a summand (by [Br, Theorem 0.4.2] again). Since 7~p(G)
is equivalent to a finite category (Lemma 1.7), Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 1.5 apply to
show that
li___,m ( li_mj II~x~w)) ~ li_mj (
WERep(G) 7~p(G)

li__,m H~x~w)) --- li_mj (H/c) = 0

T~p(G) WeRep(G)

(3)

T~p(G)

for all i, j > 0 . In other words, each successive obstruction vanishes after adding a sufficiently large G-representation to X. Also, by Lemma 1.7, all of the higher limits vanish
in degrees above some fixed d(G,p) (which is independent of X); and so there are only
finitely many obstructions to constructing fp.
After carrying out this procedure for each prime p[ [WG[, we can arrange, by stabilizing further, that the same G-representation has been added for each prime p. In
other words, we find a G-representation W, and maps fp: BG-~BU(m)p (for each prime
p[ IWG[), such that fplBP"~-(Bove$w)p for each p-toral subgroup PC_G. In particular,
fpIBT"~--(Beyrew); for each p. So by Proposition 1.3, there is a map f: BG--~BU(m)
whose completion at each prime p is homotopic to fp. Since [BP, BU(-)] injects into
[BP, BU(-)~'] for each p-toral PC_G (by Proposition 1.3 again), this implies that f[BP ~Beypew for each P; and hence that

rG(~l) = X +rc(EG•
Proof of point (2). The proof of (2) is similar, but shorter. Fix maps f, g: BG-~
BU(u) such that rG(~f)=rG(~g)=X, where X=(Vp)pes~(G). In other words, for each
p and each p-toral subgroup PCG, flBP~_glBP~_Byvp. We must show that there is a
G-representation W for which f@Bgw~-g@Bgw. The same argument as that used in
Step 1 (but using the injectivity obstructions of Proposition 1.4) shows that there is a
G-representation W such that

(fOB Qw); ~- (g@BQw);
for all p[ IWGI. And then f@Bow'~g@Bew by Proposition 1.3.

[]

As a first corollary to Theorem 1.8, we note:
COROLLARY 1.9. For F = C or R,/~BG:KF(BG)--~KF(BG) is injective.

Proof. By [Se, Proposition 3.10], R(P) injects into R(P) ^ (and hence RO(P) injects
into RO(P)~), for any p-toral group P (more generally, for any P such that to(P) has
prime power order). The composite
KF(BG) ~,c KF(BG)

restr

li_m(KF(BP))
P

TM

h_m(RF(P)^)
P
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is thus a monomorphism, since KF(BG) ~-h_mp(RF(P)) by Theorem 1.8, and hence/~BG
is a monomorphism.

[]

The next corollary summarizes what we know about the relationship between

RF(G), KF(BG), and KF(BG). It is mostly a matter of combining Theorem 1.8 with
the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem [AS], as well as with some results of Adams in
[Adj.
COROLLARY

1.10. Set F=-C or R, and consider the commutative diagram

RF(G) ~c> KF(BG)>~ac> K F BG)

RFp(G),

, RF G)~.

Here, Ker(hG)C RF(G) is the subgroup of elements whose characters vanish on all connected components of G of prime power order in to(G). Also, ~G is surjective if G is
finite or if 7to(G) has prime power order.
Proof. The diagrams commute by construction, r c is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.2, and KF(BG)~-RF(G) ^ by [AS, Theorems 2.1 and 7.1].
Since ~BV is injective, Ker(~c)=ger[rsc: RF(G)~RFp(G)], and this by definition
is the set of elements whose characters vanish on the union of all p-toral subgroups
(for all primes p) in G. Clearly, each p-total subgroup is contained in the union of
connected components of G of prime power order in 7r0(G). Conversely, assume that
xEG is contained in a connected component of p-power order for some prime p, and let
S be the subgroup generated by x and a maximal torus in the centralizer CG(x). This is
a Cartan subgroup as defined by Segal [Se, w Let Sp be the maximal p-toral subgroup
of S, choose X'ESp in the same component of G as x, and let SIDSpbe generated by
x ~ and a maximal torus of CG(xP). Then S p is p-toral and a Cartan subgroup, and x is
conjugate to an element of S' by [Se, Proposition 1.4]. This proves the description of
Ker(~c).
Adams, in lad, Theorems 1.8 and 1.10], showed (in the complex case) that

~BCaG(R(G))=-~BG(K(BG)) whenever G is finite or 7r0(G) has prime power order;
and the surjectivity of 5 c then follows from the injectivity of ~BG. Another proof of
the surjectivity of 5 c for such G, for real as well as complex bundles, is given in [03,
Propositions 3.2 and 3.4]. Other conditions for (~c to be surjective are given in [03,
Corollary 3.11].

[]
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In general, if dim(G)>0 and ~r0(G) does not have prime power order, then the maps
~G need not be surjective. One example of this was constructed by Adams lAd, Example 1.4]: for the group G = ( S 1 •215
he constructed a 2-dimensional complex
vector bundle ~BG such that [~]r
The cokernel of 5~ for arbitrary G is
described in [03, Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.9].
Note that ~G: RF(G)--~KF(BG) is surjective if and only if bundles over BG have
the following property: for each ~BG there exist G-representations V, V' such that

~(EGxGV')~(EGxGV).
We now adopt the notation of Adams in [Ad], and let FF(X)C_K(X) (for any
space X) denote the subgroup of "formally finite" elements; i.e., the subgroup generated by those elements xEK(X) such that A~(x)=0 for n sufficiently large. Similarly,
FFO(X)C_KO(X) will denote the subgroup of formally finite elements in the real Ktheory of X.
COROLLARY

1.11.

For any G,

~BG(K(BG))=FF(BG) and ~BG(KO(BG))=FFO(BG).
Proof. For each primep,

let GpCGbe a subgroup of finite index such that ro(Gp)is a
Sylow p-subgroup of lr0(G). By lad, Theorem 1.11], FF(BG)is the set of those elements
of K(BG) whose restriction to K(BGp) (for any prime p) lies in the image of R(Gp).
By Theorem 1.2 (and the definition of Rp(G)), f~BG(K(BG)) is the set of elements of
K(BG) whose restriction to K(BNp(T)) (for any prime p) lies in the image of R(Np(T)).
Thus, ~BG(K(BG))~_FF(BG);and the opposite inclusion follows immediately from the
definitions.
To prove the corresponding result in the orthogonal case, the first step is to show
that KO(BG) is torsion free. This follows exactly the same lines as the proof in lad,
Lemma 1.12] that K(BG) is torsion free (by showing that KO(BG) is detected by p-adic
characters). Hence, since the composite

KO(BG) .c|

K(BG) forget KO(BG)

is multiplication by 2, we can regard KO(BG) as a subgroup of K(BG). It is then
clear that FFO(BG)=FF(BG)MKO(BG). So given any element xEFFO(BG), we
must show that xIBPCIm(RO(P))for any p-toral subgroup PEG; and we know that
xIBP6Im(R(P))OKO(BP). Also, any representation of a p-total subgroup P whose
restriction to all finite p-subgroups of P comes from real representations is itself a real
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representation. Thus, it remains only to show, for any finite p-group P, that the square

nO(P)

~ KO(BP) ~- no(P)^

R(P)

, K(BP) ~- R(P)^

is a pullback square. And this follows since the only torsion in R(P)/RO(P) is p-torsion
(and only when p=2); and since the I-adic completions are the same in this case as the
p-adic completions of the augmentation ideals (cf. [AT, Proposition III.l.1]).

[]

The groups R.p (G) and RO.p (G) have been defined rather abstractly. We note here a
couple other simple characterizations of these groups. As before, let TC_G be a maximal
toms, set Wa=N(T)/T, and for each prime p[ [Wa[ let Np(T) be the extension of T by
a Sylow p-subgroup of We. Let RF(Np(T)) a-inv be the set of elements vERF(Np(T))
such that Xv(g) =Xv (g') if g, g' ENp (T) are conjugate in G (the "G-invariant elements").
PROPOSITION 1.12. Set w=IWGI. For F = C

or R, RFp(G) sits in a pullback

square
RF~,(G) restr:~ 1-IpF~RF( Np(T) )G-inv

restrI
RF(T)

restr1
diag ~ I-[plwRF(T).

Proof. By [JMO, Lemma A.1], every p-toral subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup of Np(T). Hence the projection
lim RF(P)---~ RF(Np(T))
P p-toral
is injective. Its image clearly contains RF(Np(T)) c.inv, and is equal to this group by
[JMO3, Proposition 1.6] (and the fact that elements of p-power order are dense in Np(T)).
The formula for RFp(G) now follows upon combining these inverse limits for all p. []
For another description of RFp(G), let Gp denote the union of the connected components of G of prime power order in to(G), and let Cl(Gp) denote the space of continuous functions Gp ~ C which are constant on conjugacy classes. As seen in the proof
of Corollary 1.10, G~, is the union of the p-toral subgroups of G (taken over all p). So
given any element (Vp)pe$~(G) ERF~,(G), the characters of the vp can be combined to
give a conjugation invariant function X: Gp--* C, which is not hard to show is continuous.
Thus,

RFp(G) ~ {f E CI(G~,) I fl P is a character of P, all p-toral P _CG, all p}.
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For more details, see [03, Lemma 3.1].
If G is finite, then the relation between K(BG) and K(BG) can be made even more
explicit. For each p]lG], let rp denote the number of conjugacy classes of elements g 6 G \ l
of p-power order. Then by Corollary 1.10 or Proposition 1.12,
K(BG) ~ R(G)/Ker(6~G) ~- Zx I I zrp.

plIGI
In contrast,

K(BG) ~ R ( G ) ^ ~ Z x

I I (~p)rp;

plICl
this follows from [Ja, proof of Theorem 2.2].
It is not hard to construct examples to show that the monoid VectC(BG) is very
far from having any general cancellation property. To finish this section, we note that
in contrast, a complex bundle ~IBG splits off a trivial summand if and only if r([~])6
li~_mp(RepC(p)) does so; and that this splitting (if it exists) is unique up to isomorphism.
Let e denote the 1-dimensional trivial bundle over BG.
PROPOSITION 1.13. Two complex vector bundles ~1, ~2$B G are isomorphic if ~l |

TM

~2~e. A complex vector bundle ~IBG splits as a sum ~ ' @ e if for each prime p and each
p-toral subgroup PCG, the P-representation Vp for which ~IBP"~-(EP•
contains
a trivial summand.
Proof. Let ST,(G) denote the set of p-toral subgroups of G (for all p). The rough
idea of the proof is to show, for any

X = (Vp)pes~,(V) e ~

aepC(-),

s~ (a)
that the obstructions (from Proposition 1.4) to the existence and uniqueness of a map
f: BG-~BU(n, F) which "realizes X" (in the sense that f I B P ~ B e v p for each P) are
the same as those for a map which realizes X@e.
Fix X=(Vp)pesT,(c ) as above. For each prime p, consider the functors

up(a)-

-moa,

where
II}X) (G/P) = 7c,(map(EG/P, B a u t (Vp)p), B#vp ) ~ ~ri(B Autp (Vp)) 7
H (X•e) 9 For each P, the automorphism groups Autp (Vp)
(Theorem 1.1), and similarly for --i
and Autp(Vp@C) are both products of unitary groups, and differ only in the factor
corresponding to the trivial summand. In particular,

II~X)= II~X~E)=O.

(1)
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By [JMO, Lemma 5.4 and Proposition 5.5], for any functor F: T~p(G)--+Zp-mod such
that N(P)/P acts trivially on each F(G/P), li_mJnp(G)(F)=0 for all j > 0 . In particular,
this applies to the kernel and cokernel of the maps H~x) (G/P)--+II~xe~)

(G/P); and so

lira j (Ker[H~ X) -~ n ~ X * e ) ] ) : 0 = li_mJ(Coker[n~ X) --~ II~X*e)])
for all j > 0. It follows that
limJII~ X) ~ limJH~ x~e) (all j ) 2)
Assume now that

and

]i_mIII~x) --~limlII!
x$~)+__
,
.

f, g: BG-*BU(n) are maps such that fOBr162

(2)

Set

X = (Vp)pcs~,(c) E lim R e p C ( - ) ,
<----

s~ (a)
where the Vp are such that flBP~_gIBP~_BQvp. By Proposition 1.3, it will suffice to
show that fp~-gp for each prime p. Fix p, and fix a homotopy F: BG•
We will construct a homotopy F: BG•
and simultaneously a homotopy F ~
between FGBr and F which fixes the "edges" f p and g~. Since

[BG, BU(n)p] ~ [ hocolim (EG/P), BU(n)p ]
G/PeRp(G)

by Theorem 1.2 (and similarly for [BG,BU(n+I)p]), the obstructions to constructing
9 ~
F lie in li+__m~p(G
) H~x) for i~>1 (Proposition 1.4); and the obstructions to constructing
9 i
~ ( x ~ ) for i~>0. At each stage in
the homotopy F I between F•BE and F lie in li+__mT~,(G)
~'i+1
constructing F (i.e., on each successive skeleton of hocolim (EG/P)), the first obstruction
vanishes by (1) or (2) and the existence of F; and the second vanishes since li+mi IIl+x~
surjects onto li+__mi -i+1
by (1) or (2) again.
The proof of the second statement (that a bundle over BG can be destabilized
under certain assumptions) is similar9 In this case, we need to know that li+__m
j H~X)
g
(
x
~
)
li+__mj __~
whenever j - - i + l or j=i, and this follows from (1) or (2) again.
[]

2. T h e K - t h e o r y

space of BG

Again, throughout this section, we fix a compact Lie group G with maximal torus T and
Weyl group WG=N(T)/T, and let F=C or R. For any space X, we write
!Ur

= map(X,

BU(n, F))
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for each n~>0, and set

(

fBec~F(x) = H ~ect~(Z) = map X,
n=0

\

BU(n, F .
n=0

We think of f~Jectf(x) as the "space of F-vector bundles over X".
Since [In~=oBU(n, F) is a topological monoid and commutative up to homotopy (via
conjugation by an appropriate matrix

(0

+In

0

in U(n+m) or SO(n+m)), fOectF(x) is also a homotopy commutative topological
monoid. It thus has a classifying space B~ectF(x). So we can define the "K-theory
space" of X by setting

hE(x) d--e--JftB(~ectf (x) ),
the topological group completion of ~r
(el. [MS]). By the group completion
theorem of McDuff and Segal [MS], ~o(g[F(x))~-KF(X) for any X, and ~F(X)-~
map(X, Z x B U ( c c , F)) if X is a finite complex.
We now want to describe the individual components of the group-like topological monoids J~F(BG), by comparing them with the direct limits of the mapping spaces
map(BG, B Aut(V))Bov taken over all VERepF(G). We will also have to consider the
spaces of maps to localizations and completions of the BU(n, F), and so the following
notation will be useful.
Fix a G-space X. For any V 6 Repf(G), set
F
~r162

def

= map(EGxGX, B Aut(V))Bov

(the connected component of the composite EG • cX (x-~,! BG Boy B Aut (V)),

~r I FG(X; Q)v d--e f map(EGxGX, B Aut(V)q)Bev,
~ect~(x;

~r

F

^Zp)y def
= map(EGxoX,
A

BAut(Y)~)Bev

(p any prime),

def

Z)y = map(EGxvZ, B Aut(Y)^)B0v ~ I I gJr
P

(where B Aut(V)A=l-Ip B Aut(V)p), and
~JedF(x; Q )v defmap(EGxvX, (B Aut(V )A)Q)Bev .

Zp)y
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Finally, define
!Ur

-)oo da hocolim (~Uect~(X; - ) v ) ,
VERepF(G)

where (as in Proposition 1.5) the limit over VERepF(G) can be made more precise
by taking it over a cofinal sequence VIC_V2CV3C_... of representations. We will see in
Proposition 2.3 that ~F(BG)o~--OectF(pt)~. We first check that the obvious arithmetic
pullback square holds for these spaces.
PROPOSITION 2.1. The space ~r

sits in a homotopy pullback square

~TectF(pt)oo

>

!Uect~(pt; Z)oo

(i)
Or

Q)o~

" Oect~(pt; Q)o~-

Proof. We prove this in the orthogonal case. The unitary case is similar, but slightly
simpler since BU(n) is simply connected for each n.
If n is odd, then BO(n)~BSO(n)x B{-t-I}. Hence, the arithmetic pullback square
for the simply connected space BSO(n) (cf. [BK, VI.8.1]) induces a homotopy pullback
square
map(BG, BO(n))

,. map(BG, BO(n)^)

(2)
map(Ba, BO(n)q)

9 map(Ba,

(BO(n)^)q)

of mapping spaces. Also, the top row in (2) induces an injection on lr0(-) (cf. [JMO,
Theorem 3.1 ]). Hence for any n-dimensional orthogonal G-representation V, (2) restricts
to a homotopy pullback square involving the components of B~v. Upon taking the
homotopy direct limit over all (odd-dimensional) representations, and using the exactness
of direct limits (and the 5-1emma), the square in (1) is seen to be a homotopy pullback. []
We next analyze the term ~r162
Z)o~ in the above pullback square. As in the
proof of Theorem 1.8, this is done using the decomposition of BG at each prime p,
switching direct and inverse limits, and using Proposition 1.5 to show that the appropriate
higher inverse limits all vanish.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Set w=lWa I. For each prime p,

~Ur

7,,p)~

--~holim ~UectF(--;
n~(a)

Zp)~.

(1)
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And for each i>O,
zr,(~ect~(pt; 2p)o~) -------lie_m7r/(~JectF(--; Zp)~) ~ ~

up(G)

(Zp|

~AG)

(2)

and

(3)
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 (the approximation at p of BG as a homotopy direct limit),
~Ject~(pt; Zp)v ~--holim(Oeet~(-; Zp)v)

rip(G)

for each V. By Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 1.5, for each i,j>O,

(4)
VERepF(G) 7"~(G)

T~p(G)

By Lemma 1.7, there is an integer d>0 such that li_mJnAc)Tri(~r162
for
all V and all j>d. The obstruction theory of Wojtkowiak (Proposition 1.4) now applies
to prove that
lri(!Uect~(pt; Zp)~) ="

lim

lri(~ect~(pt; Zp)v)

V~RepF(a)

lim__, ( ~

r,(~JectF(--; Zp)v))

VERepF(G) TOp(G)

------lim(

lim

7ri(~er

T~p(G) V~RepF(G)

="~ lim
t----- 7ri(~Jer
%(G)

Z~)~).

This is the first isomorphism in (2), and the second follows from Proposition 1.5.
By (4), again, the space holimnp(a)~ect~(-; Zp)o~ is connected, and

Tep(G)

rip(G)

Together with (2), this proves point (1).
It remains to check formula (3). For each p~w=[WGI, Tip(G) contains only the one
orbit type G/T. Hence by (2),

.~ (~a~(pt; 2~)~ ) ~ 2~ | (KF~(C/T)wo )
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in this case. Also, for each V (and each p{w),
~i(~r

Zp)v) ~ ~ri(map(BT, B Aut(V)~),Qv)WC ~ [Zp|

iutT(V))] wc

is finitely generated; and so

(HTri(~r
VERepF(G)

~ (~wZp)|176

\p~ w

/

Since direct limits commute with finite products, it now follows that

V6RepF(G) \

p

/

and this finishes the proof.

[]

It remains to describe the identity component of ~F(BG) as a homotopy pullback
of these spaces !UcetF(pt, --)0o.
PROPOSITION 2.3.

The natural map

!Uect~(pt)~ -~, [•B!UectF(BG)]o =NF(BG)o

(1)

is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. By the group completion theorem in [MS] (and since bundles coming from
representations are cofinal by Theorem 1.8), the map in (1) is an equivalence of homology
with any twisted coefficients. In particular, it induces a surjection on ~1 ( - ) , whose kernel
is perfect. But the pullback square of Proposition 2.1, together with points (2) and (3) in
Proposition 2.2 (and the fact that BU(n, F)Q is a product of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces
when F = C o r n is odd), show that 7rl(~ectF(pt)~) is solvable. Hence 7q(~UectF(pt)~)
is abelian, and so (1) is a homotopy equivalence.
[]
The pullback square of Proposition 2.1 will first be applied to study the components
of ~F(BG) when G is finite.
PROPOSITION 2.4. If G is finite, then the natural map

~F( BG)o --* map(BG, BU (co, F) )o
is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. We prove this in the unitary case; the orthogonal case is identical. Upon
comparing the pullback square in Proposition 2.1 with the arithmetic pullback square
for map(BG, BU), we see that it will suffice to prove that
~UcdC(pt; Z ) ~ _ map(BG, BU^)o,

!UectC(pt; q ) ~ -~ map(BV, BUQ)0,
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and similarly for ~UectGC(pt;(~)~. This is clear for the Q-local terms, since BG is rationally a point.
Since G is finite, K~i(G/T)=K-~(T)=K-~(pt) is finitely generated for all i, and
hence !UectGC(pt;7,,)~ is the product of the !UectaC(pt;Zp)~ by Proposition 2.2 (3). So it
remains only to show that
~Uect~(pt; Zp)oo --* map(BG, BUp)o

(1)

is a homotopy equivalence for each p. By Proposition 2.2 (1) and Theorem 1.2, it will
suffice to show this when G is a p-group.
By the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for K-theory (and the fact that
K-i(BG (m)) is finitely generated for each i and each finite skeleton BG(m)),
ri(map(BG, BU~ )o) ~- (K-i( BG) )~.
Also, by Proposition 2.2 (2),
~ri(~Uect~(pt; Zp)~) ~ Zp|
And by the Atiyah-Segal theorem [AS], K-~(BG)~-KG~(pt)^: the completion with respect to the augmentation ideal IR(G) C_R(G).
It remains only to check that Zp|
is complete with respect to its
augmentation ideal; or equivalently that IR(G)mCpIR(G) for some m. And this is
shown in [AT, Proposition III.l.1]. (The corresponding result for IRO(G) is not shown
directly in [AT], but it follows by the same proof.)
[]
We now turn to the case dim(G) >0, and consider only the complex case. As will be
seenl the components of ~C(BG) are in this case very different from the components of
map(BG, BU).
As in Proposition 1.12, for each prime p, we let Np(T) be the extension of T by some
Sylow p-subgroup of WG~-N(T)/T, and let R(N~(T))G-invc_R(Np(T)) be the subgroup of
elements whose characters are constant on G-conjugacy classes. The arithmetic pullback
square of Proposition 2.1 (and 2.3) for ~r2~(.~C(BG)) can be simplified in a way which
parallels that for Rp(G)~-K(BG) in Proposition 1.12.

For each i>0, ~i(~C(BG)) sits in a pullback

PROPOSITION 2.5. Set w-~IWGI.

square
> 1-[plwZp|

1

R(r)

G'inv
restrl

diag

> 1-IplwZp|

Also, ~r2i-1 (j~C (BG) ) is an infinite-dimensional rational vector space if dim(G) > 0.
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Proof. The proof will be carried out in three steps. The homotopy groups of
!Ur
Z)~ and of !Uect~(pt; Q)~ will be computed in Steps 1 and 2, respectively.
The homotopy groups of J~C(BG) will then be computed in Step 3, using the homotopy
pullback square of Proposition 2.1.

Step 1. Set w=IWG I for short. By Proposition 2.2,
~ri(!Ur162

I(1-I ZP)|
"

Z)~)--~ 1-I 7ri(!Uect~(pt; Zp)oo)X
p[w
--p{w

-

where for each prime pfw,
~h(!Ur162

Zp)~) ~ ~
7r

{ ZP|

(Zp|

0

if i is even,
if i is odd,

by Proposition 1.5 (and the finiteness of T~p(G)). In other words,
7ri(!UectC(pt; Z)~) --- { ~KIpI~p|174

ifif/isi
is odd.even'

Step 2. We now consider the homotopy groups 7r2i(!UectC(pt; Q)~). For any VE
Rep(G) and any ~E~r2i(~ed~(pt; Q)v), let ~: S2ixBG-+BAut(V)Q denote its adjoint
map, and set
Oi(V) = [~]- [BQv] e IS2i x BG, BUQ].
Since B Aut(V)Q ~ 1-[dim(V)K(n
11j=1
~.~,2j) is a homotopy equivalence, there is an isomorphism
(~i,v: ~r2i(~Uect~(pt; Q)v) -~, H*(BG; Q)~<2(dim(V)-i),
defined via the formula C(~) = C(V) + ($2i> 9~i,v (~). Here, (S 2i> E H 2i (S 2i) is the dual
orientation class, and C ( - ) denotes the total Chern class of a bundle or representation.
Furthermore, Oi(~) is invariant under stabilization by adding representations. So if we
set
=

/c(v)

so that
C(Oi(cp)) -- 1+ <S2i>9(~i,c(~),
then this defines an isomorphism
5~,G:~2i(~ect~(pt; q)o~) - '

- - 1 H* (BG; Q) <2(dim(Y)-~)
VERep(G) C(V)
(.J

- - 1 H*(BG; Q) d----efA(G).
= VeRep(G)
U
C(U)
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(The degree restrictions disappear since the Chern class of any representation with trivial
action is 1.) We regard A(G) as a subring of l-I~=oH2k(BG; Q)~-Tr2i(map(BG, BUQ)).
Note that A(G)~--A(T) WG, since H*(BG; Q)~-H*(BT; Q)Wc, and the restrictions of Grepresentations are cofinal among T-representations. There is an analogous isomorphism
of 7r2~(fl3ect~(pt; Q)~) with Q| A(G).
We defined 5i,G using the Chern class C(Oi(qo))=C(~)/C(V), in order to more easily
identify the image of ~r2~(fflectcC(pt;Q)oo), but of course it is much easier in general to
work with the Chern character. The relation between the two is quite simple in this case.
Since C j ( O i ( ~ ) ) c k ( O i ( ~ 9 ) ) = O
for all j, k>0,
ch(Oi(~)) = E
k=l

sk(cl, c2, c3, ...) =
(--1)k-lkck(Oi(~)) = (S 2i) .Ei(5i,G(~))
k!
k!
k=l

(1)

by Newton's formula (cf. [MSt, Problem 16-A]), where
Ei=

(i+k-1)!"
--

:HH2k(BG;Q)--*I-~H2k(BG;Q)"
k=O

k=O

It remains to describe 7r2i(~ee{~(pt; Z)oo)--+Tr2i(~ectcC(pt; Q)~) in terms of these
identifications. Since A(G)=A(T) Wa , it will suffice to describe the composite homomorphism
9,i:R(T)~KT2i(pt) CT 7r2i(~eetC
T (pt,. Q)oo) ~ T
' A(T),
where ~T is the isomorphism of Proposition 1.5. Let ~ 6 K ( S 2) b e t h e generator with
ch(~?)= <$2). Then ch(~ ^i) = (S 2) | = <S2i>9 H2i ($2i). For any T-representation V, let

[V](i) 9

[~^i]|174

be the element induced by V via Bott periodicity. Then Oi(~T([V](i)))=
(in K(S 2i •
and this element has Chern character (S 2i) .ch(V).

So by (1),
% (IV]) =

(IV]

:

(ch(V)).

In particular, if V is irreducible (so that ch(V)=exp(cl (V))), this takes the form
1
"7i([V]) = ( - 1 ) i - 1 ( i - 1 ) !

9 C(V)

(2)

i .

These elements are linearly independent, so ~i: Q|

is injective.

Step 3. Since the odd-dimensional homotopy groups of
fl3ect~(pt;Q)~,

fl3ect~(pt;Z)oo,

and

fl3ect~(pt;Q)~
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all vanish, the homotopy pullback square of Proposition 2.1 induces for each i > 0 an
exact sequence

0 --~ ~2i (y~c(BG)) --~ ~2~(~ectGC(Pt; Z)o~)~7r2i (glect~(pt; Q ) ~ )
-~ r2i(glect~(pt; Q ) ~ ) -+ r2i-1 (~c (BG)) -+ 0.
After substituting the groups computed in Steps 1 and 2, this takes the form

O--~Tr2i(~c(Be))--~[1-IZP|

~ [(II Zp)|

~1~

(r

~

Q|

@/\(T)WG

~-~

(3)

-~ ~2~-~ ( ~ C ( B G ) ) -~ 0.

The short exact sequence 0--~Z--~ZOQ--~Q--+0 is still exact after tensoring with the free
Z-module R(T) wa, and hence induces an exact sequence
0--+ R(T) w~

(i~d,~) ( ~ |

o

(Q/Q)|174

~,-i.~ Q|
w~ ~ O.

Upon comparing this with sequence (3), we see that
~'2i--1 ( j ~ C ( B G ) )

'~
=(Q/Q)|174
^

R'T
( ))j
~Wc ,

(4)

and that the sequence

O-~ ~r~i(~C (BG) ) --+ (p~]wZP | R( Np (T) ) G-inv) @R( T) Wc
~HZp|
p]w

40

is exact. This proves the formula for ~r2i(~c (BG)). If dim(G)> 0 (and hence T ~ 1), then
by (2), 1/C(V) i+1 ~ i ( Q Q R ( T ) ) for any T-representation V with nontrivial action; and
so ~r2i-1 (~c (BG)) is an infinite-dimensional Q-vector space by (4).
[]
In the case when G is connected and nontrivial, Proposition 2.5 says that for i>0,
~2d.CtC(BG))~R(G) (since R(G)'~-R(T)Wc), and ~2i_1 (~C(BG)0) is a nonzero Q-vector
space. In contrast, ~2i(map(BG, BU)o)'~R(G)^ and 7~2i_l(map(BG, BU)o)=O. Note
that when G is a toms, R(G) is a polynomial ring and R(G)^ a power series ring.
When G is not connected, a comparison of the pullback squares of Propositions 1.12
and 2.5 shows (roughly) that ~2i(~C(BG)) differs from Rp(G)'~ro(Y~C(BG)) by p-adic
completion on certain subgroups.
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In the remarks after Theorem 1.1, we noted some counterexamples to Bott periodicity for the functor K ( - ) , which in part came from the difference between 7r0(~c (BG))
and ~r2(~C(BG)). Proposition 2.5 shows a more subtle failure of Bott periodicity, in that
the natural map
~ ( ~ C ( B G ) ) ~ ~+2(~C(BG)),
induced by multiplication by a generator ~EK-2(pt)=K(S2), is not an isomorphism
for odd i>0. To see this, note that this "periodicity" map commutes with the isomorphisms involving 7r2i(~ectC(pt; Z)~) in Step 1 of the proof of Proposition 2.5. But Bott
periodicity does not commute with the maps 6i,G defined in Step 2. Instead, we get a
commutative diagram
7c2i(~UectC(pt; Q ) ~ )

7r2i+2(~Ur

6"~)~ A(G) > E~ > 1-[~=0 H2k(BG; Q)

Q ) ~ ) 6,~,7 A(G) >E~+I> 1-[~--0H2k(BG; Q),

where, for example, 1/C(V)EA(G) (for irreducible V) is not in the image of E~+~oEi.
Formula (4) in the proof now shows that the periodicity map is not an isomorphism.

3. Acyclicity of Mackey functors via Smith theory
It remains to show the vanishing result for certain higher inverse limits which was needed
in the proof of Proposition 1.5. A general vanishing result, for higher limits of Mackey
functors on 7~p(G), is given in Theorem 3.5; and then the special case used in w is
shown in Corollary 3.6. The proof is based on the interpretation, in [JM1] and [JMO,
Theorem 1.7], of higher limits of functors defined on orbit categories as equivariant
cohomology groups of certain spaces with group action. For this reason, we begin by
considering results related to Smith theory and equivariant cohomology.
Throughout this section, we fix a compact Lie group G and a prime p. One source of
difficulties when working with actions of positive-dimensional groups is that (in contrast
to the situation for finite groups) not all subgroups of a p-total group are p-toral. Smith
theory implies, among other things, that if G acts on a finite-dimensional Fp-acyclic
space X with finitely many orbit types, then for any p-toral subgroup PC_G, the fixed
point set X v is also Fp-acyclic. Here, we show (Proposition 3.3) that under the additional
assumption that all isotropy subgroups of the G-action are p-toral, then X Q is Fp-acyclic
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for any subgroup Q c G which is contained in a p-toral subgroup of G, whether or not Q is
itself p-toral. Simple examples of circle actions make it clear that this extra assumption
about the isotropy subgroups is necessary.
For convenience, a sub-p-toral subgroup of a group G is defined here to be a subgroup
of G which is contained in a p-total subgroup. In the following lemma, we collect for
later use various results about such subgroups.
LEMMA 3.1. The following hold for any sub-p-total subgroup QC_G.
(a) There is a unique "singular" subgroup Q~ <~Q with the properties that [Q:Q~] is

a power of p, and that Q~ is a product of a to,us with a finite abelian group of order
prime to p.
(b) For any p-total subgroup P ~ Q in G, Np(Q)/Q is p-total and nontrivial.
(c) Let QICG be any subgroup such that Q~Qt and [Q':Q] is a power of p. Then
Q~ is also sub-p-total.
(d) If G acts smoothly on a compact manifold M, then x(MQ)--X(M) (mod p).
Proof. Fix a p-toral subgroup PC_G such that QcP. Let S=Po be the identity
component of P (a torus).
(a) Set A=QNS, a normal abelian subgroup of p-power index in Q, and let Qs be
the minimal subgroup of p-power index in A. Then Q8 is abelian, p~[~0(Qs)l, and [Q:Qs]
is a power of p. And, Q~ is the unique such subgroup, since it is the intersection of all
subgroups p-power index in Q.
(d) By (a), Qs <~S, Q/Qs is a finite p-group, and S/Q~ is a torus. So for any compact
manifold M with smooth G-action,

x(M Q) =x((MQ') Q/Q~) =--x(MQ~) =x((MQ') s/QS) = x ( M s) = x ( M )

(rood p).

(b) Note that Np(Q~) is p-toral since it contains the identity component of P, and
that Np(Q~)~_Np(Q) by the uniqueness of Q~. Hence

Np(Q)/Q ~- NNp(Q,)/Q8 (Q/Qs)/(Q/Qs)
is p-toral since the normalizer of one p-toral subgroup in another is p-toral [JMO,
Lemma A.3]. Finally, if QCp, then

x(Np(Q)/Q) =x((P/Q) Q) - x ( P / Q ) - O

(rood p)

by (d), and so Np(Q)/Qr
(c) Let Np(T)CG be a maximal p-toral subgroup; i.e., an extension of a maximal
torus T by a Sylow p-subgroup of N(T)/T. Then a subgroup QPC_Gis sub-p-total if and
only if (G/Np(T)) Q' is non-empty. So by (d), Q' is sub-p-total if and only if

x((G/Np(T)) Q')-X(G/Np(T)) 5 0

(mod p).
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Hence, if Q<~Q' and Q'/Q is a p-group, then

x((G/Np(T)) Q)-X((G/Np(T)) Q') (mod p),
and Q is sub-p-toral if and only if Q' is sub-p-toral.

[]

It will be convenient here to write Op(I~), for a finite group F and a prime p, to denote
the intersection of the Sylow p-subgroups of F (or equivalently, the maximal normal psubgroup of F). As in [JMO], a subgroup PC G will be called p-stubborn if P is p-toral,
N(P)/P is finite, and Op(N(P)/P)--1. In other words, P is a p-stubborn subgroup of
G if and only if the orbit G/P lies in the category Tip(G).
LEMMA 3.2. Let QCG be a sub-p-total subgroup such that N(Q)/Q is finite and

Op(N(Q)/Q)=I. Then Q is p-total.
Proof. Let Q~<~Q be the singular subgroup of Lemma 3.1 (a). Set H=(CG(Q~))o
(the identity component of the centralizer), and Q'=QnH,~Q.
Recall that Qs is characterized by the property that p{[Qs:Qo], while Q/Qs is a
p-group. Since Q is sub-p-toral, this means that Q~ is contained in some torus SCG,
and

Q~ c_S c (Cc(Q~))o = H.

(1)

In particular, Q'2Q~, and so Q/Q' is a finite p-group.
Consider the group

K = {g e H I [g, Q] c_Q'} <JN(Q).
Here, K/Q' is finite (since IN(Q)/QI<oc); and so K/Q'=CH/Q,(Q/Q') is a p-group
by [JMO, Proposition A.4] (the group of components of the centralizer of a p-total
subgroup is a p-group). Thus, K/Q'C_Op(N(Q)/Q')=Q/Q' by assumption. It follows
that K=Q'=QnH; and so

x(H/Q') =-x((H/Q') Q/Q') (where Q/Q' acts by conjugation)
=x(K/Q') = 1 (mod p).
In particular, x(H/Q')~O, and hence dim(H/Q')=O. By (1), this implies that Qs=S is
a torus, and hence that Q is p-toral.
[]
We are now ready to look at fixed point sets of sub-p-toral subgroups.
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PROPOSITION

3.3. Let X be any finite-dimensional Fp-acyclic G-complex, having

finitely many orbit types, and such that all isotropy subgroups are p-total. Then for any
sub-p-total subgroup QC_G, X Q is Fp-acyclic.
Proof. Let S(G) be the compact space of all closed subgroups of G with the Hausdorff topology (cf. [tD, Proposition IV.3.2 (i)]). Let TC__S(G) be the subset of all subp-toral subgroups QC_G such that X Q is not Fp-acyclic. Assume that 7 - 5 0 . We first
show (Step 1) that 7" contains a maximal element, and then apply that in Step 2 to get
a contradiction.
Step 1. Set k=max{dim(Q) i Q e T }. If 7- does not contain a maximal element, then
there exists an infinite chain
Q1 c Q: c Q3 c ...
of k-dimensional sub-p-toral subgroups for which X Q~ is not Fp-acyclic. Let Q be the
closure of the union of the Qi- Then dim(Q)>k, and we will get a contradiction upon
showing that QET-. Since X has only finitely many orbit types, X Q = X Q~ for i sufficiently large [tD, Proposition IV.3.4], and hence X Q is not Fp-acyclic. It remains to
show that Q is sub-p-toral; then QET-, and this contradicts the definition of k.
Choose p-toral subgroups Pi D-Qi. Since the space S(G) of closed subgroups of G is
compact, as noted above, we can assume (after restricting to a subsequence if necessary)
that the P~ converge to a closed subgroup PD_Q. Then 7r0(P) is a p-group, since 7r0(P~)
surjects onto it for i sufficiently large (by definition of the Hausdorff topology). Also,
by a theorem of Jordan (cf. [tD, Proposition IV.6.4]), there exists some integer j such
that each finite (hence each p-toral) subgroup of P contains a normal abelian subgroup
of index <j. In particular, P contains a normal abelian subgroup of finite index, and
hence has torus identity component. Thus, P is p-toral, and so Q is sub-p-toral.

Step 2. Now let QET- be a maximal element. In other words, Q is sub-p-toral in
G and X Q is not Fp-acyclic, but X Q' is Fv-acyclic for any sub-p-toral subgroup QIDQ.
Also, Q is not p-toral, since otherwise X Q would be Fp-acyclic by Smith theory (cf. [Br,
Chapter III]). So by Lemma 3.2, either dim(N(Q)/Q) > 0, or Op(N(Q)/Q) # 1.
Now, for each isotropy subgroup HD_Q of the action on X, H is p-toral by assumption, and hence X H is Fp-acyclic. So by [JMO, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3], there is
a finite-dimensional G-complex X'D_X such that (X') Q is Fp-acyclic, and all orbits of
X ' \ X are of type G/Q. The N(Q)/Q-action on (X') Q has finitely many orbit types,
since the action of N(Q) on any G-orbit has finitely many orbit types. Also, for any
x e X Q, its isotropy subgroup (N(Q)/Q)x=NGx (Q)/Q is a nontrivial p-total subgroup
by Lemma 3.1 (b). In other words, X Q is the singular set (the set of elements in nonfree
orbits) of the finite-dimensional (N(Q)/Q)-complex (X') Q with finitely many orbit types
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and p-toral isotropy subgroups. Thus, X Q is itself Fp-acyclic: by [JMO, Lemma 2.12] if
dim(N(Q)/Q) > 0, or by [JMO, Lemma 2.13] if Op(N(Q)/Q) # 1.
[]
In order to translate this to a result about higher limits over orbit categories, we
consider, for any full subcategory C of the orbit category O(G), the G-space
EC~f hocolim (G/H).
G/HEC

By [JMO, Theorem 1.7], the higher inverse limits of a functor F: C ~ A b can be interpreted as equivariant ordinary cohomology groups H~(EC; F). See, e.g., [JMO, appendix] for more details on equivariant ordinary cohomology.
PROPOSITION 3.4. For any contravariant functor F:O(G)--*Z(p)-mod, and any

maximal p-toral subgroup Np(T) of G,
[ F(G/Np(T))

/0

if i = 0 ,
/f i > 0 .

(1)

Proof. Let X be a finite-dimensional Fp-acyclic G-complex, all of whose isotropy
subgroups are p-stubborn: as constructed in [JMO, w
By [JMO, Proposition 1.1],
ET~p(G) is characterized by the properties that all isotropy subgroups are p-stubborn,
and that ET4~p(G)P is contractible for each p-stubborn subgroup PC G. So there is a Gmap f: X--*ET~p(G) which induces an Fp-homology equivalence on the fixed point set of
any isotropy subgroup. Then by [JMO, Lemma A.10], fH is an Fp-homology equivalence
for all subgroups HCG. For each QCNp(T), X Q is Fp-acyclic by Proposition 3.3,
so E~p(G) Q is also Fp-acyclic, and hence is Z(p)-acyclic since its homology is finitely
generated in each dimension (cf. [JMO, Proposition 1AD. Formula (1) now follows from
[JMO, Lemma A.13].
[]
We now consider the stable orbit category O 8t (G): the category whose objects are
the orbits of G, and where

Morost(G)(G/g, G/K) =

lim

[sVA(G/H+), sVA(G/K+)]c. .

VERepR(G)

Here, [-, _],c means pointed homotopy classes of pointed G-maps. Following the notation
of Lewis, May, and McClure [LMM], the term "Mackey functor" will be used here to
denote an additive contravariant functor defined on Ost(G). We want to show that
p-local Mackey functors (i.e., Mackey functors which take values in Z(p)-modules) are
acyclic over 7~p(G). For finite G, this follows from [JM2, Proposition 5.14].
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THEOREM 3.5. Let F: OSt(G)~

be any p-local Mackey functor. Then

lim
i (F) -= 0 for all i > O.
+---

7~p(c)

Proof. Set N=Np(T), for short. By [JMO, Theorem 1.7],
FI_m*(F) ~ Hb( ET~p(G); F),
~p (G)
where H ~ ( - ; F) denotes ordinary equivariant cohomology with coefficients in F. Also,

Hb( (G/N ) •

F) ~- Hb(G• NET~p(G); F) '~ HiN(ET~p(G);F) = 0

for i > 0 by Proposition 3.4. So the theorem follows from [LMM], which says that the
homomorphism

Hh(ET~p(G); F) --, Hh((G/N ) • E•p(G); F)
(induced by projection) is a split monomorphism.
We sketch here one simple way to see this. Choose an embedding G/Nc--~V, for
some G-representation V, and let

f: sV-~ sVA(G/N+)
be the map given by the eontrjagin-Thom construction. By [O1, Lemma], fAET~p(G)+
is homotopic to a map

g: SVAET~p(G)+ --, SVA(G /N •

)+

which preserves the skeleta of the spaces (under any G-CW-structure on the product space G/NxET~p(G)). Thus, since F is defined on the stable category, any map
SV(G/H+) ~SV(G/K+) induces a homomorphism F(G/K)-~F(G/H), and so g induces
a chain homomorphism
g*: C5 (G/N • ETtp (G); F) --* C5 (ET"tp(G); F).
Here, C ~ ( - ; F) denotes the cellular cochain complex, which in degree k is the product
of one copy of F(G/H) for each orbit G/HxD k of cells in the complex. The composite

HS(Enp(G);F ) (Pr2)*~H~((G/N)•

H(g--~H~(ET~p(G);F)

(1)
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is induced by ~• Id, where qo:sv--,S V is the composite

s v J__~SVA(G/N+ ) proj sV"
We claim that for any p-toral subgroup PCG, r
is invertible in the localized
P-equivariant stable homotopy ring (wP)(p). To see this, note that ~ corresponds to the
p def . . . .

V

class of the orbit G/N under the isomorphism oi wo = n_mv[3' , sV] P with the Burnside
ring A(P) (see [tD, w
Here, A(P) is the ring of equivalence classes of finite Pcomplexes X, where [X]=[Y] if x(x~)=x(Y ~) for all HCP. By [tD, Theorem IV.4.2],
any prime ideal of A(P) has the form

q(Q, p) = ( [ x ] Ix(XQ) e p}
for some prime ideal pGZ and some QGP. Also, by Lemma 3.1 (d), q(Q,pZ)=q(1,pZ) for
all QC_G. So A(P)(p) is a local ring with maximal ideal q(1,pZ), and (since p~x(G/N))
[G/N] is invertible in d(P)(p).
Hence, for each p-toral subgroup PCG,
~AId: SVA(G/ P+) ~ SVA(G/ P+ ) -~ (G x p s v ) / ( G x p*)
is an isomorphism in Morost(c)(G/P, G/P)(p). In particular, this applies to each orbit
in ET4p(G), and so the composite in (1) is an isomorphism.
[]
Note that it does not necessarily follow, under the conditions in Theorem 3.5, that

fim~p(c)(F)-~F(G/G ). The functor g o ( - ) provides a simple counterexample.
The vanishing result needed in w is the following:
COROLLARY 3.6. For all iEZ and all j>O,
li__mj (Zp|
rip(G)

= li_mj (ZB|

=0.

~(G)

Proof. By the Bott periodicity theorem for equivariant K-theory [At, Theorems 4.3
and 6.1], for any compact G-space X,

KG(X)

KG(V x X ) =

))

for any complex G-representation V, and

KOG(X) -~ KOG(V x X ) = K-'Oc(GV(x+ ) )
for any real Spin G-representation V of dimension a multiple of 8. Since any real representation is a summand of a Spin representation, this shows that for any G-representation V,
a continuous G-map f: EV(x+) ~ ~V(y+) induces homomorphisms K~ (Y)--~ K~ (X) and
KO~(Y)--*KO~(X). The functors K ~ ( - ) and K O ~ ( - ) are thus defined on the stable
category, and the result follows from Theorem 3.5.
[]
We also note the following, second corollary of Theorem 3.5:
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COROLLARY 3.7. Let h*(-) be any p-local cohomology theory. Then for all i > 0 ,
lim
i h*(EG/P) =0.
4-----G/P6T~p(G)

Proof. For any G-representation V, and any pair of finite G-complexes X and Y, a
G-map ~: Ev(x+)---~EV(Y+) induces a map
IdEc+ Ao~o: S V A c ( ( E G x X ) + ) --* S V A o ( ( E G x Y ) + )
between the Thom spaces of bundles over EG • a X and EG • G Y. Upon restricting to finite skeleta of EG and adding complementary bundles, we get a map E ~ ((EG • GX)+)-~

E~((EG•
between the suspension spectra, which in turn induces a homomorphism h * ( E G x G Y ) - * h * ( E G x G X ) . The functor h*(EG•
is thus defined on the
stable category, and so its higher limits vanish by Theorem 3.5.

[]
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